I. INTRODUCTION
Phasor measurement units (PMU) are considered to be important devices used as measurement technology on power systems, due to its unique ability to sample analogue voltage and current waveform data taken at distant points. PMUs are equipped with Global Positioning System receivers allowing the synchronization of the several readings using the GPS-clock as it provides a precise timing pulse time-stamping power system information [1] . All information is send to phasor data concentrators that computes the sinusoidal wave and the phasors representing the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage and current from widely dispersed locations in the system As PMU technology is widely available and PMUs are beginning to be extensively deployed in electric power industry there is an increasing use of this measurement units in modern power systems for a wide range of applications One well known application of the PMU bus phase angles is within the state estimator. State estimation is an important EMS application that provides real time, reliable and qualitative information on the system state. Many studies have been made on the subject [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The worldwide deregulation process has significantly affected power system management and energy markets, as competitive markets will lead to more efficient power generation, more technological innovations and, eventually, to lower retail prices. In addition the power system network is growing larger and more complex as there are many independent power generators adding generation to the electric system and a continuous increase of load demand. In this situation, the function of state estimation is becoming more important, because it is the main tool for monitoring and control based on the realtime data received from the measurement system. Because of their cost, the integration of these PMU devices will not be instantaneous and it is unlikely that they will replace SCADA system for state estimation and other EMS functions in a near future too. Based on this idea, this paper, under given the placement of PMU in the power system, presents a simple WLS mixed measurement (with SCADA and PMU measurements) based power system state estimation model and algorithm. Due to the simplicity of the relations between PMU measurements and the state variables, such approach opens the possibility of obtaining contribution to an effective improvement on state estimator performances. A key aspect in the evaluation of state estimation algorithms is the selection and proper interpretation of the metrics used for measuring and determining the performance and characteristics of the algorithm. As the estimator is predominantly data-dependent, that is of statistical nature, its performance should be evaluated in a statistical sense, based on statistical measures. Various metrics have been adopted for assessing the effectiveness of state estimator in other technology areas.
State estimator simulation results on IEEE 14 bus test system are presented. The simulation results are examined and discussed exploring the statistical measures for evaluating various aspects of the performance of the implemented estimator.
To obtain the results stated, a MATLAB software packages was developed and used in this work.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A. WLS State Estimation method: formulation for mixed measurements
The power system state estimation is formulated based on the measurement equations that, for a given set of bus voltage, line flows and injection measurements, z , related to the vectors of state variables, x , and measurement noise e , such as [12] :
( ) z h x e = + .
(1) The function ( ) h x corresponds to the nonlinear function relating measurements to the system states. The state vector x is of dimension n and the measurement vector z of dimension m where n<m.
The voltage magnitude and phase angle at all buses are chosen as state variables, defined by vector x .
The achievement of an estimate for the system state variables vector using the weighted least square method (WLS) consists in determining the state vector x that minimizes the following function: 
where ( ) H x is the jacobian matrix of ( ) h x for x , i.e:
Due to the non-linearity of the function ( ) h x , expanding the nonlinear function ( ) g x into its Taylor series expansions we have:
The first-order Taylor series expansions of (1) yield:
where : PMUs have the ability to measure the voltage magnitude on buses and measure the currents in buses system adjacent lines too. The incorporating of these phasor measurements will extend the measurement vector as it contains voltage phase angle and current phasor measurements, besides conventional SCADA measurements (voltage magnitude, active/reactive power injections and power flows measurement).
The approach considers the injected current at the buses that have a PMU placed. The use of the data from the PMU complicates the approach because it creates conflicts between quantities expressed in rectangular coordinates and polar coordinates. System state is expressed in polar coordinates, thus the injected currents are expressed as nonlinear functions of magnitude and phase angle voltages at buses. Evidently, phase angle and magnitude of injected currents can be calculated from the rectangular components, but the problem lies in the characterization of the covariance of measurement errors [13] .
Adding phasor measurements, due to the use of PMU, to an existing system which already contains m measurements causes the jacobian matrix to augment with added rows corresponding to the partial derivatives of real and imaginary parts of the injected current in order to voltage magnitude and its phase angle (7)(8)(9)(10). Note that the susceptance of the branch were considered as
The measurements received from PMUs are more accurate when compared to conventional SCADA measurements. Therefore, including PMU measurements in state estimator is expected to produce more accurate estimates.
The structure of the modified measurement jacobian matrix will be as follows:
The gain matrix is formed using the measurement jacobian matrix and the measurement error covariance matrix R. This covariance matrix is assumed to be the diagonal measurement variances entries. The variances of the measurements are typically given in terms of variance or standard deviation on the magnitude and angle. The approach followed requires covariance matrix elements in corresponding to phasor rectangular components. Thus, it is necessary to transform them. Since voltage phasor measurements are direct measures, its error covariance matrix can be calculated based on the error distribution. According to [14] , the standard deviations of the errors of voltage phasor measurement can be set as 0.0017 rad (phase angle) and 0.002 pu (magnitude), and thus their squares are the corresponding diagonal elements of error covariance matrix. The error covariance matrix for phasor currents measurements are calculated as covariance matrix of indirect measurements according to the known error variances of the direct measurements. The variance assigned to each measurement provides an indication of the certainty about that particular measurement.
The errors variance due to the measurement transformation can be calculated by: 
III. SIMULATION CONSIDERATIONS AND RESULTS
The algorithm discussed in the previous section is applied to IEEE 14 bus test system [15] . Some application issues are discussed next.
A. Observability
Observability analysis is a search process for portions of the power network for which, given the network and measurement topology, state estimation can be performed. It can be assessed by considering the topology of the network and the types and locations of the measurements. The approach used to deal with system observability was to make use of available PMUs measurements to define the measurements that are candidate to reestablish system observability. Although this approach does not yet returns an optimal solution that minimizes the number of PMUs placed, it can be used to obtain system observability [16] .
B. Measurement Configuration
For buses that don't have any load or generation, the injection at those buses into the rest of the system is known to be exactly zero. As in these zero injection buses the injection is zero, it can be interpreted the zero injection as an exact measurement of the real and reactive power. One possibility to deal with these implicit measurements on state estimation problem is to ignore the zero injection buses in the formulation. The drawback of this consideration is that if there are many zero injections buses and if they are all ignored, then the remaining system is likely to be unobservable because the remaining measurements will be insufficient to completely determine the variables unknowns. There is only one zero injection bus, bus 7, which was taken into consideration in setting initial PMU allocation. In start, there were 5 PMU'S, however, after optimization procedure completed, it was verified that only 3 PMU'S were needed to satisfy observability.
The voltage phase angles obtained by state estimator are all with respect to a reference bus. In SCADA measurement system, usually one bus (slack bus for most cases) is chosen as the reference bus to get the relative phase angles of all other buses in the system. Synchronized phasor measurements might have a different reference which is determined by the instant synchronized sampling initiated. If phase angle measurements are added, without considering the different references, the algorithm is not likely to converge. State estimation results will be incorrect if the PMU measurements are used without dealing with the reference problem. The solution followed, was to measure the phase angle of the slack bus (considered the reference in SCADA system) by placing a PMU at that bus and consider it as a common reference.
The measurement values are generated by adding low variance noise to the calculated measurements using a standard power flow solution. Thus, all measurements had the exactly same error characteristics.The standard deviations of SCADA measurements considered were 0.008 p.u., 0.01 p.u. and 0.08 p.u. for power flow, power injections and voltage magnitude respectively. As stated before voltage phasor measurement errors standard deviations are set to 0.0017 rad for phase angle and 0.002 p.u. for magnitude.
The measurement set generated guaranties a system redundancy of approximately 2.26 for every simulation when using 3 PMU placed. For simulations using 2 PMU placed system redundancy is approximately of 2.
C. Measures of Estimation Accuracy
Measures of performance for evaluating the impact of phasor measurements on state estimator in terms of estimator accuracy, performance, robustness, and completeness are used. Table 1 
D. Simulation Results
Simulations were carried out on the IEEE 14-bus test system [15] where a limited number of SCADA measurements leading the system to the verge of observability were considered. The analysis considered that SCADA measurements were supplemented with PMUs, using the early referred placement procedure [16] .The performance of the estimator was evaluated for the following cases:
-a mixed measurement set using 2 PMUs placed, on buses 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14. -a mixed measurement set using 3 PMUs placed, on buses 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14. For all simulations a PMU is placed at bus 1 to deal with reference problem. Same SCADA measurement set was used for both cases. Also algorithm convergence tolerance considered was 10 -5 .
To analyse state estimator behaviour in terms of convergence and also to compare the results obtained for all the simulations, figure 1 describes the relative change in the value of function Jx at the last two iterations, evaluating state estimator ability to converge. Also throughout careful analysis of figure 2 , that describes the largest final relative change in bus voltage magnitude and phase angle, it is possible to preview state estimator performance in terms of convergence. The state estimator performance in terms of accuracy for all simulations is graphically presented by metrics MAPE, MAE and Macc, and, in figure 3, 4 and figure 5 .
The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is useful because it is expresses, in generic percentage terms, the voltage magnitude error. It will be easily demonstrated the estimator results accuracy with respect to voltage magnitude estimates. Figure 3 shows the MAPE for voltage magnitude errors for all simulations. It can be seem that for almost every simulation MAPE is less than 0.5%, indicating a good estimator accuracy on voltage magnitude estimated values. The worst case scenario is for measurement set with PMUs at buses [1 8] .
Problems can occur when calculating the MAPE value with a series of small denominators such as voltage phase angle at reference bus. Thus a singularity problem of the form 'one divided by zero' caused by a small deviation in error, occurs in this case. Due to that, the metric use to analyse phase angle error was Mean Average voltage phase angle Error (MAE). It is reasonable to compare voltage magnitude errors and voltage phase angle errors separately. MaccV combines both capturing the effect of both, so state estimator should return low values on that metrics. Figure  5 shows that for all, except one, simulations MaccV is lower than 0.05, which indicates the state estimator ability to match the controlled test model in the aggregate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a methodology for a mixed measurements based state estimator. Several practical metrics for evaluating state estimator performance were discussed. They are useful for measuring different aspects of the estimator performance.
The algorithm implemented was tested in IEEE 14 bus test system with different number of PMU measurements and constant SCADA measurement set. Estimator performance evaluation was carried out for the several measurements sets for comparison purpose. Simple metrics cannot capture a complete picture of the estimator but those that are more complete are also more complex and subject to subjective interpretations. The state estimation performance evaluation through the metrics shows that the implemented algorithm for mixed measurements based state estimator can be applied with good results. 
